The Heel Position:
The dog’s position at heel, whether the dog is "standing, lying down, sitting or heeling forward" is
defined as follows:
The ideal heel position is when the shoulder of the dog is level with the handler’s left or right side.
When moving, the team should work continuously at a normal pace. Minor points will be deducted for
lagging if the dog's nose drops behind the handler's side (1 - 2 points depending on the degree of
distance) The dog may turn his/her head to watch the handler. Minor points will be deducted for
forging should the mid-point of the dog’s body pass the handlers side (1 - 2 points depending on the
degree of distance). The dog should be in a straight-line, parallel with the direction in which the
handler is traveling, on the left or right, but may not switch sides “back and forth” over the course
(exception: when required in the Versatility Class). Handlers may clap their hands or slap their legs as
well as use words to encourage their dog while heeling between stations or during stations where the
dog is moving – (turns, spirals, etc.) while the dog is in heel position. Cues that are used to have the
dog resume heel position will incur deductions as per point deduction chart.
Dogs out of heel position for the major part of the course will NQ
e.g. If the dog is walking along at heel position while the handler tells him "Heel, nice heeling boy,
good heel, come on, Robbie, what a good boy", no deductions would be taken. If the dog lags or
forges or goes out of heel position and the handler uses cues to bring him back to heel position,
deductions will be taken.
TARGETING & DOUBLE COMMANDS Clarification. Cues that are used to have the dog resume heel
position will incur deductions as per point deduction chart. Team will be penalized with a double
command when the target hand changes position (moves) and in doing so, causes the dog to change
position or behaviour i.e. If the handler is walking along with a hand stuck out in front of the dog's
face or if they are saying heel, heel, heel, we would only penalize if the dog got out of position and
the visual or verbal cue caused the dog to change position or behaviour. See Heel Position (Novice
Stations) for more information.
Deductions will be made for lagging, forging, or out of heel position according to CARO Point Deduction
Guidelines.

Introduction to Classes and Stations
A complete set of Novice, Advance and Excellent Station Signs consists of a total of 66 signs for 55
stations. This includes one sign for each of the approved stations, 9 duplicate signs, and one START
and one FINISH sign. Since the inception of CARO more levels and consequently more stations have
been introduced. See later chapters in the Handbook for information on Versatility and Versatility
Excellent. There is a separate Handbook available for the Working level.
Each sign should be numbered with an "access number" that corresponds to the numbered list below.
Stations 48 and 49 (START and FINISH) must be used in all classes. Stations 1 - 29 may be used in
Novice A & B courses, while all signs numbered 2- 47 may be used in Advanced A & B classes; signs
numbered 2 - 47 and 59 - 66 are to be used in Excellent.
Signs 50 through 58 are duplicate directional signs (turns). Their inclusion is intended to allow for
greater ease of course designing.
Each class description contains both a listing and a detailed description of the stations particular to
that class.
Failure of the dog to complete any part of any station will result in NQ-IP.
Deductions will be made for additional cues, lagging, forging, or out of heel position according to
CARO Point Deduction Guidelines
Example 1: In a Pivot where the station sign indicates Halt-Pivot Left-Halt,
If dog does not Sit at each Halt, or does not move with the Handler in the Pivot as described in the
station, the team will be scored NQ because they did not complete the station as described.
Example 2: Call Front - finish Left: If the Dog does not sit as described, the team will NQ-IP

Start, Finish and Duplicate Stations
48.

START Handler starts when the judge gives the signal. Timing begins when the team passes
the Start sign. There are no other commands from the judge throughout the course.

49.

FINISH The dog handler team crosses the line and the time is stopped.

The following 9 duplicate Stations may be used in all Levels.
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

About “U” Turn
Right Turn
Right Turn
Left Turn
Left Turn
About Turn Right
270 Degree Right (Turn)
270 Degree Left (Turn)
Normal Pace

CARO Novice Class
All stations are judged on leash. The leash must be made of fabric or leather and need only be long
enough to provide adequate slack.
The Rally Novice A Class. The A stream is for the handler who is an inexperienced beginner – who has
never titled a dog in any sport. They have not instructed or assisted with dog training classes in any
sport. In effect, this is the first time they have worked a dog towards a title. Once the handler has
obtained their CRN title, they may continue on to the Advanced A stream with the same dog. There is
no A or B stream in Excellent or Versatility.
When a competitor has attained their first Advanced A title, they are considered “experienced” and
must compete in the B stream with any other dogs they handle.
A handler must own the dog entered, or be a member of the owner(s) household or immediate family
to compete in Novice A.
A person may enter more than one dog in this class. A dog completing the Rally Novice () title, may
continue to compete in this class for practice purposes. “For Exhibition Only” (FEO) Dogs competing
under FEO are not eligible for placements in the class.
The Rally Novice B Class. The B stream is for handlers who have previously obtained an obedience title,
an agility title, a CARO advanced title or who are professional trainers, instructors or assistants or who
are judges or judges in training of Obedience, Rally or Agility competition. A handler must own the dog
entered, or be a member of the owner(s) household or immediate family to compete in Novice B.
A person may enter more than one dog in this class. A dog completing the Rally Novice () title may
continue to compete in this class for practice purposes. “For Exhibition Only” (FEO). Dogs competing
under FEO are not eligible for placements in the class.
A dog/handler team which misses any station must receive a non-qualifying (NQ) score.

Exercise stations:
Description

Total # Exercise stations

Required

20-22

Specific instructions

This includes the START and FINISH stations.
Selected only from Novice Exercise stations,
Station 1 - 29 or duplicate signs, #50 - 58

# Stationary Stations

Maximum 5

Stationary stations are any stations beginning with a HALT.
TIME ALLOTTED: three (3) to four (4) minutes depending on the number of stationary stations and at
the recommendation of the Judge. Please note that the course time in Novice may be 3 or 4 minutes,
depending on the judge's decision.

Novice A & B, Stations 1- 29
The Novice Course can include any of the following stations, used
A/B.
16.
1.
Weave Once Used Only in Novice
17.
2.
HALT - Sit - Stand
18.
3.
HALT - Sit - Down
19.
4.
HALT - Sit - Down - Sit
20.
5.
HALT - Sit - Walk Around
21.
6.
HALT - Sit - Down - Walk Around
22.
7.
Right Turn
23.
8.
Left Turn
24.
9.
About Turn - Right
25.
10.
About "U" Turn
26.
11.
270 Degree Right (Turn)
27.
12.
270 Degree Left (Turn)
28.
13.
360 Degree Right (Turn)
29.
14.
360 Degree Left (Turn)
15.

Call (Dog) Front - Forward Right

according to the rules for Novice
Call (Dog) Front - Forward Left
Call (Dog) Front - Finish Right
Call (Dog) Front - Finish Left
Slow Pace
Fast Pace
Normal Pace
HALT Side Step Right HALT
HALT - 90 Degree Pivot Right - HALT
HALT - 90 Degree Pivot Left - HALT
Spiral Right - Dog Outside
Spiral Left - Dog Inside
HALT - 1,2,3 Steps Forward
HALT - Turn Right - 1 Step - HALT
Straight Figure 8

Detailed Description:
1.

Weave Once. Vier pionnen worden in een rechte lijn
ongeveer 1.5 meter van elkaar geplaatst. Het bordje wordt
bij de eerste pion in de rij geplaatst. De ingang van het
slalom patroon is tussen de eerste en tweede pion met de
eerste pion aan de linkerkant van het team. Hond en
geleider slalommen door de pionnen en verlaten het
patroon, verdergaand naar de volgende oefenpost.
Deze Oefening wordt ALLEEN gebruikt in Novice en in
Versatility (Niet in Versatility Excellent).

2.

HALT - Sit - Stand. Tijdens het volgen houdt de
geleider halt en gaat de hond in de basispositie zitten. De
geleider geeft de hond het commando of signaal om te gaan
staan. De geleider mag de hond NIET aanraken om te helpen
staan, maar mag wel zachtjes de hond stabiliseren of
positioneren zodra hij staat. Terwijl de hond staat neemt de
geleider weer de goede basispositie in en geeft de hond
commando om te volgen vanuit de sta-positie.
Stationaire oefening.

Aftrek: Als de hond niet gaat zitten of niet gaat staan wordt deze oefening als NQ-IP gerekend.
Als de hond gaat zitten voordat hij de opdracht krijgt te volgen wordt hij ook als NQ-IP gerekend.
Algemene opmerking over de ZIT:
In Rally-O oefeningen waar de hond/geleider een “Halt” moeten uitvoeren, moet de hond in de
basispositie gaan zitten zodra de geleider stil staat. In oefeningen waar een “Finish” gevraagd
wordt, moet de hond in de basispositie gaan zitten voordat het team doorgaat naar de volgende
oefenpost. De zit mag zowel op commando als automatisch zijn. Een scheve zit geeft punten
aftrek als de hond meer dan 45 graden van de basispositie is. Een zit binnen deze hoek geeft geen
aftrek. Aftrek zal minimaal zijn (1 - 2 punten) afhankelijk van de graad van “scheefheid”. Alle
zitten zullen op deze manier beoordeeld worden.

3.

HALT - Sit - Down. Tijdens het volgen houdt de
geleider halt en gaat de hond in de basispositie zitten. De
geleider geeft de hond het commando of signaal om te gaan
liggen. Terwijl de hond ligt neemt de geleider weer de
goede basispositie in en geeft de hond commando om te
volgen vanuit de af-positie.
Stationaire oefening.

Algemene opmerking over de AF:
In alle Rally-O oefeningen waar de hond “af” moet gaan, worden punten afgetrokken als de hond
duidelijk scheef ligt (zie ZIT) of omrolt. Aftrek zal minimaal zijn (1 - 2 punten) afhankelijk van de
graad van “scheefheid” en/of hoeveelheid beweging.

4.

HALT - Sit - Down - Sit. Het eerste deel van deze
oefening wordt uitgevoerd als beschreven bij Oefening 3.
Zodra de hond ligt geeft de geleider het commando of
signaal om te gaan zitten. Zodra de hond weer zit geeft de
geleider het commando om te volgen en gaat verder naar de
volgende post.
Stationaire oefening.

Aftrek: Staan vanuit de af alvorens te gaan zitten wordt gerekend met een substantiële aftrek van
3 tot 5 punten.

5.

HALT - Sit - Walk Around. While heeling, the
team comes to a halt with the dog sitting in the heel
position. The handler gives the dog a “stay” or “wait” cue
and walks around the dog to his/her left, and back to heel
position. Handler then cues the dog to heel and moves
toward the next exercise station.
Stationaire oefening.

Deductions: Slight movement of the dog’s feet will be a minor deduction (1 - 2 points). Failure of
the dog to sit or remain sitting until given the next cue, or turning in a circle to follow the handler
shall result in NQ-IP.

6.

HALT - Sit - Down - Walk Around. While
heeling forward, the team halts and the dog must sit in heel
position. The handler cues the dog to lie down, gives a wait
or stay cue, then walks around the dog to his/her left, and
back to heel position. The handler then cues the dog to
heel from the down position and moves toward the next
exercise station.
Stationaire oefening.

Deductions: Slight movement of the dog’s feet will be a minor deduction (1 - 2 points). Failure of
the dog to sit or down and to remain in those positions until given the next cue, or turning in a
circle to follow the handler shall result in NQ.
7.

Right Turn. This is a 90-degree right turn.

8.

Left Turn. This is a 90-degree left turn.

9.

About Turn - Right. While heeling, the team makes
a 180-degree turn to the handler’s right which will result in
the handler and dog facing in the opposite direction and dog
and handler move forward. A tight circle is ideal.

Deductions: The handler’s path is to be on or within a circle of 2 feet diameter (width) (.6 m) If
the handler’s path is larger than the 2’ (two feet)(.6m) diameter, there will be a 1-2 point
deduction depending on the size of the circle.
When the line of travel on the course “angles” off after an About Turn to the Left or Right, (while in
motion or Stationary) 180 Degree Turns to the Left or Right, the team must perform the station correctly
before “angling off”

10.

About "U" Turn. While heeling, the team makes a
180-degree turn to the handler’s left which will result in the
handler and dog facing in the opposite direction and dog and
handler move forward.
Deductions: See #9 A tight circle is ideal.

11.

270-Degree Right (Turn). While heeling, the team
makes a 270-degree turn that begins to the handler’s right.
However, the final direction taken toward the next exercise
station is to the left of the team’s original position. A tight
circle is ideal.
Deductions: See #9

12.

270-Degree Left (Turn). While heeling, the team
makes a 270-degree turn that begins to the handler’s left.
However, the final direction taken toward the next exercise
station is to the right of the team’s original position. A tight
circle is ideal.
Deductions: See #9

13.

360-Degree Right (Turn). While heeling, the team
makes a 360-degree turn (a complete circle) that begins to
the handler’s right. The final direction is the same as that of
the team before starting the station. A tight circle is ideal.

Deductions: The handler’s path is to be on or within a circle of 2’ (two foot) (.6m) diameter
(width). If the handler’s path is larger than the 2’ (two foot) (.6m) space diameter, there will be
a 1-2 point deduction depending on the size of the circle. See #9
14.

360-Degree Left (Turn). While heeling, the team
makes a 360-degree turn (a complete circle) that begins to
the handler’s left. The final direction is the same as that of
the team before starting the station. A tight circle is ideal.
Deductions: See #13

15.

Call (Dog) Front - Forward Right.

While
heeling, the handler stops his/her forward motion and calls
the dog to the front position (Recall). The dog continues to
move during this portion of the station - the dog does not sit
and then go to the front position. The handler may take
three to four steps backward as the dog turns and moves in
to sit in front of and facing the handler.

Second part of the station, the handler cues the dog to move to the handler’s right, around and
behind the handler, and into heel position. The handler may begin to move forward but the dog
must commit to the cue before the handler moves forward. The dog goes to heel position and
moves forward with the handler without sitting at heel. Walking into the dog to force the dog to
move will be considered a physical correction and will result in an NQ.
Deductions:
Crooked fronts will have minor point deductions depending on the degree of
"error” (1 - 2 points) (more than 45 degrees to either side of the "Front" position). If the handler
moves either left or right to position him/herself in front of the dog in order to create a "straight
front", a substantial deduction of 3 - 5 points will be made, depending on the degree of
adjustment by the handler. Failure of the dog to sit in “Front” position will result in NQ-IP

16.

Call (Dog) Front - Forward Left. The Call Dog
Front part of this station is performed as in Station 15. For
the second part, the handler cues the dog to move from the
front position to the handler’s left or heel position. The
handler moves forward after the dog has committed to the
cue. The dog catches up to the heel position without sitting
at heel.
Deductions: See Station #15

17.

Call (Dog) Front - Finish Right. The "Call Dog
Front" portion of this station is performed as in Station 15.
For the second part, the handler cues the dog to Finish by
moving from the front position to the handler’s right,
around behind the handler and finally sitting in heel
position. The handler then cues the dog to heel and moves
forward towards the next exercise station.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to Sit in Front position or at Heel position prior to heeling forward
will result in NQ-IP.
18.

Call (Dog) Front - Finish Left. The Call Dog
Front portion of this station is performed as in Station 15.
For the second part, the handler cues the dog to Finish by
moving from the front position to the handler’s left, then
turns to sit in heel position. The handler then cues the dog
to heel and moves forward towards the next exercise
station.
Deductions:

See Station #17

19.

Slow Pace. The team decreases its pace so that there is
a noticeable difference from the team’s normal pace.

20.

Fast Pace. The team increases its pace so that there is a
noticeable difference from the team’s normal pace. The
pace should be fast enough that the dog at least breaks into
a trot.

21.

Normal Pace. The team moves forward at a normal
pace that is comfortable for dog and handler.

22.

HALT - Side Step Right - HALT. The team

comes to a halt and the dog sits in heel position. The
handler takes one side step directly to his/her right with
either foot, while cueing the dog to heel. The dog must
move one step to the right simultaneously with the handler,
into the heel position, and sit. The Handler then cues the
dog to heel and moves forward toward the next exercise
station.
Stationaire oefening.

Deductions: 1 to 3 point deduction shall incur for dogs that do not remain in heel position (parallel to
the handler) on the side step. Failure of the dog to move with the handler in the side step results in
an NQ-IP. Failure of the dog to sit at both halts will result in an NQ – IP.
23.

HALT - 90 Degree Pivot Right - HALT. With
the dog sitting in the heel position, the handler pivots 90
degrees in place to his/her right and halts. The dog moves
simultaneously with the handler and resumes a sit in the
heel position when the handler halts. The handler then cues
the dog to heel and moves forward toward the next exercise
station. Pivots are done in place.
Stationaire oefening.
See Appendix F – Judging the Pivot

Deductions: Failure of the handler to Sit the dog at each Halt will result in NQ-IP
Failure of the dog to move with the handler during the pivot will result in NQ-IP

24.

HALT - 90 Degree Pivot Left - HALT. With
the dog sitting in heel position, the handler pivots 90
degrees in place to his/her left and halts. The dog moves
simultaneously with the handler and resumes a sit in the
heel position when the handler halts. The handler then cues
the dog to heel and moves forward toward the next exercise
station. Pivots are done in place.
Stationaire oefening.
Deductions: See Station #23

25.

Spiral Right - Dog Outside. Three cones (pylons)
are placed in a straight line approximately 5 feet (1.52
meters) apart. The "Right" direction indicates that the
handler turns to his/her right when moving around each of
the cones (clockwise). This places the dog on the outside of
the turns. The station sign is placed next to the first cone
facing the direction of the team’s approach. Dog and
handler pass the first cone and proceed to and around the
third one, then loop the first cone, proceed to and around
the second, then loop the first cone one last time. Each of
the three spirals circles the first cone.

26.

Spiral Left - Dog Inside. Performed as in Station
25, except that the turns of the spiral are to the handler’s
left (counter-clockwise) and the dog is on the inside of the
turns.

27.

HALT - 1, 2, 3 Steps Forward. With the dog
sitting in heel position, the handler cues the dog to heel and
takes one step forward, then halts. Two steps and a halt,
then three steps and a halt follow this. The dog moves with
the handler, maintaining heel position, and must sit each
time the handler halts. Handler may cue the dog to sit at
each halt. The intent of this station is that the dog moves
when the handler moves and Sits when the handler halts.
Therefore handlers MUST move and HALT 4 times and must
meet the minimum required steps. Failure to meet the
minimum required steps shall be scored as a non-qualifying
score. Should the handler add additional steps in error, this
would incur a deduction of 3 pts for Handler Error for each
part of the sequence that is incorrect but would not NQ,
unless maximum point deductions for that station are
accumulated.
Stationaire oefening.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit at each of the Halts will result in NQ-IP. Failure of the dog
to move with the handler will result in NQ-IP.

28.

HALT - Turn Right - 1 Step - HALT. With the
dog sitting at heel, the handler cues the dog to heel as
she/he turns to the right (in place), while taking one step
in that direction with either the right or left foot, “closing”
with the other foot, then halts. OR HALT turn right then
take one step with the right or left foot and closing with the
other foot. The dog moves simultaneously with the handler
while maintaining heel position. When the handler halts
after taking the one step, the dog must sit.
Stationaire oefening.

Deductions:
Failure of the dog to sit at either halt will result in NQ-IP. Failure of the dog to
move with the handler during the turn will result in NQ-IP.

29.

Straight Figure 8. Four cones (pylons) are placed in a
straight line approximately 5 feet (1.52 meters) apart. The
station sign is placed near the first cone in the line. Entry
into the weaving pattern is between the first and second
cone with the first cone on the team’s left. Dog and handler
weave through the cones, loop the end cone and weave
back to the beginning of the pattern. Exit direction from the
pattern is dependent on the placement of the next exercise
station.

CARO Advanced Class
All exercises are judged off leash.
Rally Advanced A Class A stream is for the handler who is an inexperienced beginner. They have not
instructed or assisted with dog training classes in any sport. Once the handler has obtained their title
in the Novice A division, they may continue on to the Advanced A stream with the same dog. There is
no A or B stream in Excellent or Versatility.
When a competitor has attained their first Advanced title, they are considered “experienced” and must
compete in the B stream with any other dogs they handle
A handler must own the dog entered, or be a member of the owner's household or immediate family. A
person may enter more than one dog in this class.
A dog completing the Rally Advanced (RA) title may continue to compete in this class “For Exhibition
Only” (FEO). Dogs competing under FEO are not eligible for placements in the class.
Rally Advanced B Class The B stream is for handlers who have previously obtained an obedience title,
an agility title, a CARO advanced title or who are professional trainers, instructors or assistants or who
are judges or judges in training of Obedience, Rally or Agility competition. A person may continue to
compete in this class “For Exhibition Only”, (FEO). Dogs competing under FEO are not eligible for
placements in the class.
A handler must own the dog entered, or be a member of the owner(s) household or immediate family
to compete in Novice B.A person may enter more than one dog in this class. After a dog earns the Rally
Advanced (RA) title, it may continue to compete in the this class for “For Exhibition Only” (FEO)
Dogs competing under FEO are not eligible for placements in the class. The high jump must be used for
this class. It may be any jump used as standard equipment in the CKC Obedience classes except that a
jump four (4) feet wide may be used in place of five (5) feet wide. Various colours and decorations are
allowed; however, there must be nothing hanging from the jump. Entries may be arranged according to
the jump height of the dogs, from either high to low or low to high. A dog/handler team which misses
any station must receive a non-qualifying (NQ) score.

Exercise Stations:
Description
Total # Exercise Stations
# Stationary Exercises

Required
15 - 20

Specific instructions
Includes Start and Finish
Selected from Novice, Exercises 2 - 29,
Advanced, Exercises 30 - 49 or duplicate signs,
#50 - 58

Maximum 5

Must include one jump
The maximum number of Stationary Exercises
must be kept in mind when selecting Advanced
Exercises
Stationary exercises are any stations beginning with a HALT.

# Advanced Exercises

Minimum of 8

TIME ALLOTTED: three (3) minutes IMPORTANT: judges must run courses at 3 minutes maximum
with the exception of Novice- this is the CARO rule, and judges may not change it.

Advanced A & B Exercises 30 – 47
30.

Off-Set Figure 8

31.

HALT - Stand – Leave- Exam

32.

Return & Forward From Stand

33.

HALT – Leave Dog - Recall

34.

Turn & Call (Dog) Front

35.

Finish Right

35A

Forward Right

36.

Finish Left

36A

Forward Left

37.

HALT - 180 Degree Pivot Right - HALT

38.

HALT - 180 Degree Pivot Left - HALT

39.

HALT - From Sit - About Turn Right & Forward

40.

HALT - From Sit - About "U" Turn & Forward

41.

Call Front - 1,2,3 Steps Backward

42.

Send Over Jumps

43.

HALT - Leave - Call (Dog) Front While Running

44.

Moving Down, Walk Around

45.

HALT - Fast Forward From Sit

46.

Moving Side Step Right

47.

Left About Turn

Failure of the team to complete any part of any station, will result in NQ-IP. For example, in a
Pivot, where the station sign indicates Halt-Pivot Left-Halt:
If the dog does not Sit at each Halt, or does not move with the Handler in the Pivot, as
described in the exercise, the team will be scored NQ because they did not complete the
station as described.
Example 2: Call Front - finish Left: If the dog fails to sit in the Front position, and/or fails to
sit in the heel position, the team will NQ-IP

Detailed description
30.

Off-Set Figure 8. This exercise requires two bowls with

tempting dog treats and two cones (pylons). A hail screen wire
cover is placed over the food bowls to prevent a dog that
breaks heel position from being rewarded by eating the treats.
The four objects are arranged in a diamond pattern - the two
"end" cones are 10 feet (3.05 m) apart; food bowls are 2.5
feet (0.76 m) from the centre line. Allowances can be made in
the distance apart of the two food bowls for large breeds The
team enters the Figure 8 as indicated by the placement of the
exercise sign, turns either to the left or the right following the
path indicated on the course map, proceeds toward the "end"
pylon in that direction, loops that pylon and completes the
Figure 8 around the other end pylon and exits the Figure 8 as
indicated by the placement of the next exercise station. There
are no halts in this exercise.

Deductions: A cue to "leave it" in a non-corrective tone will be allowed with no deductions. Biting at the
screen or tipping the bowl over shall be scored as non-qualifying.

31.

HALT - Stand - Leave - Exam. Two exercise signs,

numbers 31 and 32, are needed for this exercise. The handler
halts and the dog sits at heel. The handler then cues the dog to
stand. The handler may NOT touch the dog to help it stand but
may gently touch the dog to stabilize or position it once it is
standing. Handler then cues the dog to wait/stay, then leaves,
walks 6 feet (1.83 m) away, and turns to face the dog. The
judge steps forward and examines the dog briefly by touching
him/her lightly on the shoulders and the back (not on the
head), then steps away.
Deductions: Displays of aggression or extreme shyness shall be scored as NQ-IP. Moving slightly during
exam will result in a 1-2 point deduction. Failure of the dog to stand or to remain standing until given
the cue to heel forward, or turning in a circle to follow the handler shall result in NQ-IP.

32.

Return & Forward From Stand. The exercise sign
number 32 is placed so that it can be observed by the handler
after she/he has moved away and turned to face the dog.
(Exercise 31) After the judge has completed the examination
of the dog, the handler returns to heel position by walking to
the left of the dog, going around and behind the dog and
moving into the heel position. The handler then cues the dog
to heel and moves forward without instruction from the judge.

Deductions: Slight movement of the dog’s feet will be a minor deduction (1 - 2 points). Failure of the
dog to stand or to remain standing until given the cue to heel forward or turning in a circle to follow
the handler shall result in NQ-IP.
33.

HALT - Leave Dog - Recall.

Two exercise signs,
33 and 34, are needed for this exercise. The first sign, number
33, directs the handler to halt and have the dog sit at heel.
The handler cues the dog to stay, and then leaves the dog from
heel position without instruction from the judge. Handler
proceeds to sign number 34.

Deductions: If the dog remains in position but fails to hold the sit, there will be a substantial
deduction of 3 - 5 points. Complete failure to remain in position, or anticipating the recall, results in
an NQ – IP.
34.

Turn & Call (Dog) Front.

As the handler
approaches this sign, he/she turns to face the dog, leaving
ample room behind for the dog to complete a finish. Without
further instruction from the judge, handler calls the dog to the
front position. Dog must sit close enough to the handler to be
touched on the head or the collar. This exercise is completed
with the dog sitting in the front position, thus must be
followed by Exercise 35 (Finish Right), Exercise 35 A (Forward
Right), 36 (Finish Left) or 36A (Forward Left).
Deductions: See #15 for additional deductions. Failure of the dog to Sit in Front will result in NQ-IP.

35.

Finish Right. With the dog sitting in front of the handler,
handler cues the dog to finish to the right. The dog moves to
the handler’s right, continues around the handler and sits in
the heel position.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit at heel before moving forward will result in an NQ – IP.

35A

36.

Forward Right:

Once the dog is sitting in the "front"
position, the handler cues the dog to move from the front
position to the handler’s right, around behind the handler and
into heel position. The handler begins to move forward. The
dog catches up to the heel position and moves forward with
the handler without sitting at heel. The dog must commit to
the cue before the handler moves forward. Walking into the
dog to force the dog to move will be considered a physical
correction and result in an NQ -PC.

Finish Left. With the dog sitting in the front position,

handler cues the dog to finish to the left. The dog moves to
the handler’s left, turns and moves into a sit in the heel
position. The "flip" finish, where the dog leaps up and to the
left of the handler, turns in the air and lands in a sit in heel
position, is also acceptable.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit at heel before moving forward will result in an NQ – IP.
36A

37.

Forward Left.

Once the dog is sitting in the "front"
position, the handler cues the dog to move from the front
position to the handler’s left or heel position, by turning
toward the handler and moving into heel position as the
handler moves forward. The dog moves forward with the
handler without sitting at heel. The dog must commit to the
cue before the handler moves forward. Walking into the dog to
force the dog to move will be considered a physical correction
and result in an NQ.

HALT - 180 Degree Pivot Right - HALT. The

team comes to a halt and the dog sits in heel position. The
handler cues the dog to heel and pivots 180 degrees in place to
his/her right. The dog moves with the handler and sits in heel
position at the second halt. Pivots may be performed on the
heels or toes. The important factor is they should be
performed in place. One example is shown below.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit at either halt prior to moving "forward" results in an NQ-IP.
Failure of the dog to move with the handler in the pivot results in an NQ-IP.
38.

HALT - 180-Degree Pivot Left - HALT. The

team comes to a halt and the dog sits in heel position. The
handler cues the dog to heel and pivots 180 degrees in place to
his/her left. The dog moves simultaneously with the handler
and sits in heel position at the second halt.
Pivots may be performed on the heels or toes. The important
factor is they should be performed in place. One example is
shown to the right and below the station sign.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit at either halt prior to moving
"forward" results in an NQ-IP. Failure of the dog to move with the
handler in the pivot results in an NQ-IP.

39.

HALT - From Sit - About Turn Right &
Forward. The handler cues the dog to heel, turns 180

degrees to his/her right, and immediately moves forward with
the dog in heel position.

40.

HALT - From Sit - About "U" Turn &
Forward. The handler cues the dog to heel, turns 180

degrees to his/her left, and immediately moves forward with
the dog in heel position.

41.

Call (Dog) Front - 1, 2, 3 Steps Backward.

While heeling, the handler stops forward motion and takes one
to three steps backward, while calling the dog to the front
position. (dog sits in front and faces the handler) The handler
then proceeds to take one step backward and halts. This is
followed by two steps and a halt, then three steps and a halt.
The dog moves with the handler and resumes a sit in the front
position each time the handler halts. Because this exercise
concludes with the dog sitting in front of the handler, it must
be followed by Exercise 35 (Finish Right), Exercise 35 A
(Forward Right), 36 (Finish Left) or 36A (Forward Left).
Handler may cue the dog to sit at each halt. The intent of this

station is that the dog moves when the handler moves and
Sits when the handler halts. Therefore handlers MUST move
and HALT 4 times and must meet the minimum required steps.
Failure to meet the minimum required steps shall be scored as
a non-qualifying score. Should the handler add additional
steps in error, this would incur a deduction of 3 pts for
Handler Error for each part of the sequence that is incorrect
but would not NQ, unless maximum point deductions for that
exercise are accumulated.
Deductions:
Failure of the dog to sit at each of the Halts will result in NQ-IP. Failure of the dog to
move with the handler will result in NQ-IP.
42.

Send Over Jumps The jump may be either a solid or

bar jump - the broad jump shall not be used. All jumps must
be constructed in a manner that provides stability and safety
for all dogs. Jump width is to be a minimum of four feet. (1.2
m). Single bar jumps are preferable but not required. A 10
foot (3m) line shall be placed, on the floor (surface) in front of
the jump, to mark the distance to the jump for scoring
purposes. A six foot (1.83 m) line shall be placed on the floor
or surface at the side of the jump to mark the distance for
scoring purposes. The principle of this exercise is to show the
ability of the dog to work away from the handler.
Once the dog has been sent over the jump, the handler may
proceed along the outside of the six foot (1.83 m) line.

This station begins approximately 20 10 feet (6.10 3.05m) in front of and 6 feet (1.83 m) to the right
of the jump. The sign may be placed 10 to 12 feet from the obstacle and to the right (or left where
appropriate in Versatility) so as not to interfere with the handler’s forward motion. The send position
is at least 10 feet in front of and 6 feet to the right of the obstacle (can be right or left in Versatility).
See appendix G
Dog Errors: Failure of the dog to take the jump: see CARO Point Deductions.
In Excellent class only: Once the dog is sent toward the jump, if the dog passes the “zero line” of the
jump without going over, it will be considered a refusal, and result in an NQ. If the handler gives a
second cue before the dog passes the jump, deductions will be made for the extra cue but the dog
will not NQ if it does the jump.

In Advanced, the jump can be attempted three times (3 x) and would count as a repeat of station not
an NQIP
Handler Errors See Appendix G

43.

Shoulder Height

Jump Height

under 12

4 inches (.1 m)

12 inches to under 16 inches

8 inches (.2 m)

16 inches to under 20 inches

12 inches (.3 m)

20 inches and over

14 inches (.35 m)

HALT - Leave - Call (Dog) Front While
Running. The team comes to a halt and the dog sits in

heel position. The handler gives the dog a stay or wait cue and
starts running forward. After 2 or 3 running steps, the handler
calls the dog front. The dog must immediately start running to
overtake the handler. As the dog approaches heel position,
the handler slows down, and allows the dog to come to the
front position. The handler may take 3-4 steps backwards to
accomplish the front. The speed that the handler runs is
determined by the dog’s ability to overtake the handler. The
exercise should be completed in approximately 30 feet
(9.14 m ).Because this exercise concludes with the dog sitting
in front of the handler, it must be followed by Exercise 35
(Finish Right), Exercise 35 A (Forward Right), 36 (Finish Left)
or 36A (Forward Left).
Deductions: Failure of the dog to sit in the front position will result in an NQ – IP. Failure of the dog
to remain sitting until cued to "front" but remaining in position results in a substantial 3-5 point
deduction. Failure of the handler to take 2-3 steps before calling the dog – NQ-IP. Complete failure to
remain in position, or anticipating the call front, shall be scored as non-qualifying.
44.

Moving Down, Walk Around While moving

forward with the dog in heel position, the handler cues the
dog to drop directly into a down position without first coming
to a halt. The handler may (but is not required to) break the
heel position and turn in front of the dog to accomplish this
exercise. When the dog is down, the handler goes around the
dog to the heel position, cues the dog to heel, and moves
forward.

Dog Errors:
Failure of the dog to fully down promptly shall be a substantial deduction of 3-5
points depending on how slowly the dog goes down. Failure of the dog to remain in the down position
until given the cue to heel forward shall result in an NQ-IP "Crooked downs" will be scored in the
same manner as a "crooked sit" resulting in a minor deduction of 1 - 2 points. Handler is at opposite
shoulder of dog which is not down NQ. Complete failure to "down" shall be scored as non-qualifying.
Handler Errors: The handler’s path should flow smoothly and without interruption from heel position,
around the dog, and back into heel position. Any break in the flow as the handler leaves heel position
shall be scored as follows: Handler hesitates 1 -2 seconds while “downing” the dog is a Minor (3Pts);
Handler Pauses Significantly while “ downing” the dog is Substantial (3-5 pts); 2nd cue -5 points
Handler is at opposite shoulder of dog which is not fully down (2 points)"Handler comes to a complete
stop while “downing” the dog" , this would be an NQ since this would not be a “MOVING” down
See appendix L.

45.

HALT - Fast Forward From Sit. The team comes
to a halt and the dog sits in heel position. The handler cues
the dog to heel and moves immediately into a fast pace from
the halt. This exercise must be followed by Exercise 21
(Normal Pace), or it may be placed as the last exercise on the
course, in which case the exercise and performance are
concluded as the team crosses the Finish Line.

46.

Moving Side Step Right While heeling, the handler

passes the station sign, then takes one step directly to his/her
right with either foot, while cueing the dog to heel. The
handler then steps with the other foot, also to the right, along
the newly established line.
(Alternatively the station sign may be placed directly in the
team’s path, in which case the station is performed 2 to 4 feet
(.061 to 1.22 meters) in front of the sign. The dog must move
one step to the right simultaneously with the handler, into the
heel position.
Deductions: See Appendix J

47.

Left About Turn. (Turn used in schutzhund training)

While moving forward with the dog in heel position, the
handler does an about turn to his/her left, while the dog turns
to the right, moving around the handler and back to heel
position to continue moving with the handler in the new
(opposite) direction. That is, the dog and handler do "opposite"
about turns.

CARO Excellent Class
At the Excellent level additional cues are allowed to meet the requirements of the station. However
NO STATIONS may be repeated at this level. Points will be deducted for additional cues. For example,
if the dog does not perform the jump on the first command, the handler may give additional cues but
should the handler “repeat the station” the team must NQ; they may not go back and do a second or
third attempt. The only deductions at this level will be for crooked sits, downs, stands, poor heeling
and additional cues.
All stations are judged off leash. Only verbal means of encouragement to the dog through the course
are permitted (NO FOOD). Hand signals are permitted although handlers may not touch their dog or
make any physical corrections.
Rally Excellent Class shall be for dogs that have won the Rally Advanced (RA) title, but have not won
the Rally Excellent (RX). A handler must own the dog entered or be a member of the owner's
household or immediate family. A person may enter more than one dog in this class. After a dog earns
the Rally Excellent (RX) title, it may continue to compete in this class, “For Exhibition Only” (FEO).
Dogs competing under FEO are not eligible for placements in the class. Once a handler has titled a dog
in Rally Excellent, he/she must enter all new dogs in the B “stream” of Novice and Advanced.
Rally Excellent must have between 15 and 20 exercise stations (Start and Finish included) with a
maximum of five (5) stationary stations per class. Stationary stations are any stations beginning with a
HALT. The Excellent courses shall be designed according to the minimum requirements given in the
following table with the majority of the remaining stations to be from the Advanced stations.
Jumps: any jump used as standard equipment in the CKC Obedience classes may be used except that a
jump four (4) feet wide may be used in place of five (5) feet wide. Various colours and decorations are
allowed; however, there must be nothing hanging from the jump.
Entries may be arranged according to the jump height of the dogs, from either high to low or low to
high. The height of the high jump and the width of the spread jump may be reduced for physically
challenged dogs.
A dog/handler team, which misses one (1) or more station, will NQ.
A dog that uses a jump as an aid in going over, (pushes off the jump) or knocks the bar off the uprights
will receive a five point (5 pt) deduction

Exercise stations:
Description
Total # Exercise stations

Required
15 - 20

Specific instructions
Includes Start and Finish
The Majority of the Stations should be selected from
Advanced & Excellent levels, keeping in mind the
requirements outlined below

# Stationary Stations

Excellent/Advanced Stations

Maximum 5

2 from

This maximum must be kept in mind when picking
Excellent/Advanced Stations (below) which includes
some stationary stations
#42 Send over jump - handler runs by
#64 Spread Jump (Broad)
#65 Tunnel
#66 Weave Poles

2 from

#59 HALT-Stand-Down
#60 HALT-Stand-Sit
#61 Moving Stand, Walk Around Dog, Forward
#62 Back Up 3 Steps

Stationary stations are any stations beginning with a HALT.
TIME ALLOTTED: three (3) minutes.

Excellent Stations
The following stations are designed for the Excellent Course. The Excellent Course will include some of
these and majority of the remainder will be taken from the Advanced level.
59.

HALT-Stand-Down

60.

Halt-Stand-Sit

61.

Moving Stand, Walk Around Dog, Forward

62.

Backup 3 Steps

63.

N/A

64.

Spread Jump (broad)

65.

Tunnel

66.

Weave Poles

Detailed Description
59.

HALT-Stand-Down.

The handler comes to a
stop, the dog sits with or without a cue. The handler
then cues the dog to stand, then gives the cue for the
down. The handler then cues the dog to heel as she/he
moves forward to the next station. If, after the stand,
the dog sits prior to the down but, without additional
cues from the handler, goes down then no deductions. If
after the STAND the dog SITS prior to the down and
requires a second cue from the handler to lie down, this
will result in an NQ. If, after the stand, the dog requires
an additional cue to lie down, points will be deducted for
additional cues. The exercise is Down from Stand.

Deductions:
Failure of the dog to stand and/or down promptly shall be a substantial deduction.
(3 - 5 points depending on how slowly the dog goes down). Failure of the dog to stand or down on
the first cue will result in cue deductions. Failure of the dog to Drop will result in an NQ. Failure
of the dog to Stand or Down or remain in the down until given the cue to heel forward shall result
in an NQ
60.

HALT-Stand-Sit.

The handler comes to a stop,
the dog sits with or without a cue. The handler then
signals the dog to stand, gives the cue for the sit, then
promptly cues the dog to heel as she/he moves onto the
next station.

Deductions: Failure of the dog to stand and/or sit promptly shall be a substantial deduction.
(3 - 5 points depending on how slowly the dog sits. Failure of the dog to remain in the sit position
until given the cue to heel forward shall result in an NQ

61.

Moving Stand, Walk Around Dog,
Forward. While moving, the handler gives the dog
the stand and stay signal and without hesitation, walks
around the dog back into the heel position and gives the
dog the cue to heel.

Dog Errors: Failure of the dog to remain in the stand position until given the cue to heel forward
shall result in an NQ-IP "Crooked stands" will be scored in the same manner as a "crooked sit"
resulting in a minor deduction of 1 - 2 points. Complete failure to "stand" shall be scored as nonqualifying.

Handler Errors: The handler’s path should flow smoothly and without interruption from heel
position, around the dog, and back into heel position. Any break in the flow as the handler leaves
heel position shall be scored as follows: Handler hesitates while “standing” the dog is a Minor (1-2
Pts); Handler Pauses Significantly while “ standing” the dog is Substantial (3-5 pts); "Handler comes
to a complete stop while “standing” the dog", this would be an NQ since this would not be a
“MOVING” stand.
62.

Back Up 3 Steps.

While heeling forward, the
handler will cue the dog to heel backwards, the dog and
handler will then back up a minimum of 3 steps, then
proceed to walk forward to the next station. The dog
should walk backwards while remaining in the heel
position. Only the first three steps are judged all others
are ignored.

Deductions:

See Appendix K

63.

HONOUR Station REMOVED

64.

Spread Jump.

The obstacle must have a minimum
height of 2 inches (.05m) and a maximum height of 5
inches (.13m). Uprights are not permitted.

Shoulder Height

Spread Distance

under 12

8 inches (.2m)

12 inches to under 16
inches

16 inches (.4m)

16 inches to under 20
inches

24 inches (.6m)

20 inches and over

28 inches (.71m)

The obstacle may be composed of telescoping hurdles, such as those used in CKC obedience
hurdles. The obstacle will require as many hurdles as are necessary to provide the appropriate
spread distance. It may also be of solid construction, i.e. 4 solid spread jumps of 8, 16, 24 and 28
inches, (.2m, .4m, .6m, and .71 m) of specified height. A 10 foot (3m) line shall be placed, on the
floor (surface) in front of the jump, to mark the distance to the jump for scoring purposes. A six
foot (1.8 m) line shall be placed on the floor (surface) at the side of the jump to mark the distance
for scoring purposes. See station # 42 It is the judge's responsibility to see that the distance
jumped by each dog is in accordance with these Regulations.
This station begins approximately 20 feet (6.10 m) in front of and 6 feet (1.83 m) to the right of
the jump. The sign may be placed 10 to 12 feet from the obstacle and to the right (or left where
appropriate in Versatility) so as not to interfere with the handler‘s forward motion The send
position is at least 10 feet in front of and 6 feet to the right of the obstacle (can be right or left in
Versatility) See appendix G
When the dog has completed the jump, the handler calls the dog to heel position and the team
continues to the next exercise station. If the dog is much faster than the handler, the dog may be
called back to the handler. No deductions are to be made if the dog returns directly to the heel
position regardless of where the handler is along the line of travel when that occurs.
Dog Errors:
No deductions are given if the dog returns directly to the heel position regardless
of where the handler is along the line of travel when that occurs. In Excellent class only, send over
jumps, spread jump, and tunnel. Once the dog is sent toward the jump, if the dog passes the
“zero line” of the jump without going over, it will be considered a refusal, and result in an NQ.
Failure of the dog to take the jump shall be scored as non-qualifying. Dog walks on the broad
jump boards 10 pt deduction. If the dog walks on the broad jump boards, it will be scored as NQ

Handler Errors: See Appendix G

65.

Tunnel.

The tunnel should be approximately six (6)
feet (1.8 m) in length and have a minimum diameter of 24
inches (0.6 m). A 10 foot (3m) line shall be placed, on the
floor (surface) in front of the tunnel, to mark the distance
to the tunnel for scoring purposes. A six foot (1.8 m) line
shall be placed on the floor (surface) at the side of the
tunnel to mark the distance for scoring purposes. See
station #42 The sign may be placed 10 to 12 feet from
the obstacle and to the right (or left where appropriate in
Versatility) so as not to interfere with the handler‘s
forward motion This station begins approximately 20 10
feet (6.10 3.05 metres) in front of and 6 feet (1.83 metres)
to the right of the tunnel. The send position is at least 10
feet in front of and 6 feet to the right of the tunnel (can
be right or left in Versatility) See appendix G The handler
cues the dog to go through, then moves along a line 6 feet
(1.8 m) to the right of the tunnel. Upon the dog exiting the
tunnel, the handler cues the dog to return to the heel
position.
Dog Errors: No deductions are given if the dog returns directly to the heel position regardless of
where the handler is along the line of travel when that occurs. Additional "cue" deductions as per
CARO Point Deduction Guidelines. See CARO Point Deduction Guideline. In Excellent class only:
(Same comment as above.) Once the dog is sent toward the tunnel, if the dog passes the “zero
line” of the tunnel without going through, it will be considered a refusal, and result in an NQ.
Handler Errors: See Appendix G

66.

Weave Poles

This station uses agility weave poles
or a similar system. The weave poles should be set
twenty four (24) inches (0.61 m) apart *** and should
consist of a minimum of 6 poles. Poles should be
between three (3) feet (0.9m) and four (4) feet (1.2 m)
in length (height). The station begins with the handler
heeling towards the weave poles. The handler cues the
dog to enter the weave poles. Entry into the weaving
pattern is between the first and second poles with the
first pole on the dog’s left. Handler may cue the dog
throughout the weave pattern using voice or hand signals
without incurring deductions. For this station to be
considered complete, the dog must weave through all the
poles.
Deductions:
No deductions for voice or hand cues
when the dog is in the poles. If the dog pops out of the
poles before completion, it may be cued to continue at
the point with additional cue deductions. If the dog does
not enter the poles correctly it is an NQ.

CARO Versatility Class
The object of the test is to show that the dog can perform exercise stations on either side of the
handler. The team will be required to change sides four times.
Rally Versatility Class shall be for dogs that have won the Rally Excellent title, but have not won the
Rally Versatility (RV). A handler must own the dog entered or be a member of the owner's household
or immediate family. A person may enter more than one dog in this class. After a dog earns the Rally
Versatility (RV) title, it may continue to compete in this class for exhibition only (FEO).
The team will be required to pass three (3) tests under at least two (2) different judges to be awarded
the Versatility seal, which may be affixed to the Excellent award. Scoring will be done out of 200.
All stations are judged off leash.
Only verbal means of encouragement to the dog through the course are permitted (NO FOOD). Hand
signals are permitted although handlers may not touch their dog or make any physical corrections.
Rally Versatility must have between (15) and twenty (20) stations (Start and Finish included) and 4
changes of sides, 1 obstacle & a maximum of 5 stationary stations. The remainder of the stations will
be chosen from the Novice stations with a view to creating a course designed to show that the team
can work smoothly with the dog on either side.
A dog/handler team, as in the Excellent class, that misses one (1) station must receive a non-qualifying
(NQ) score.
The judge will choose which side the dog will start on. The dog must continue to work on the indicated
"side" until reaching the station sign that indicates another change of sides.

Exercise stations
Description
Total # Exercise stations

Required
15-20

Specific instructions
Includes Start and Finish
Selected from the Novice, keeping in mind the
requirements outlined below

# Changes of side
# Obstacles

4
1

Each change of side to be followed by a
minimum of 2 stations
One of the following Stations:
#65 (Tunnel) or V23 (Tunnel)
#66 (Weave Poles) or V24 (Weave Poles)

# Stationary stations

maximum of 5

This maximum must be kept in mind when
picking Novice (above) which includes some
stationary stations

Stationary stations are any stations beginning with a HALT. TIME ALLOTTED: three (3) minutes.
Because the object of this Level is to show that the dog can work on both sides and change sides
smoothly, deductions for the change of sides will be 3 – 5 points depending on how smoothly the
changes are made
For example: If it is obvious that the team has worked out their changes, and both dog and handler do
their part of the change smoothly and without hesitation no deductions will be taken.
If the team does the changes, but there is hesitation or awkwardness during the change - if the dog
appears somewhat unsure of what is required, a deduction of 3 will be taken.
If the changes are slow or awkward and require considerable help from the handler to achieve the
change of position, or if the dog appears not to “know” the pattern, a deduction of 5 points will be
taken.

Versatility Stations
The following stations and station signs are designed for the Versatility Class. The Versatility Class will
include four changes of sides and one obstacle. The remainder of the stations will be chosen from the
Novice stations with a view to creating a course designed to show that the team can work smoothly
with the dog on either side. The dog must continue to work on the indicated "side" until reaching the
station sign that indicates another change of sides. The orange Versatility signs numbered V8 to V14
must be used when the dog is working on the right.

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V10
V11
V12
V13
V14

Turn In
Side by Side Left
Side by Side Right
Cross Behind
Cross in Front
Turn Away
Weave through Legs
Spiral Left
Spiral Right
Moving Side Step LEFT
Call Front Finish Left
Call Front Forward Left
Call Front Forward Right
Call Front Finish Right

Detailed Description:
V1

V2

Turn In

The dog and handler simultaneously turn in towards each
other and resume heeling with the dog on the opposite of the original
side. The handler may cue the dog using voice/hand signal
simultaneously. Additional cue deductions as per chart. This station
will result in a change of direction of travel for the dog and handler.

Side by Side Left The dog and handler perform simultaneous
parallel left turns and resume heeling with the dog on the opposite
of the original side. The handler may cue the dog using
voice/hand signal simultaneously. Additional cue deductions as per
chart. This station will result in a change of direction of travel for
the dog and handler.

V3

Side by Side Right The dog and handler perform

V4

Cross Behind

parallel
simultaneous right turns and resume heeling. The handler may cue
the dog using voice/hand signal simultaneously. Additional cue
deductions as per chart. This station will result in a change of
direction of travel for the dog and handler.

While heeling forward, the handler cues the
dog to cross behind and resume heel position on the opposite side
of the handler. The handler may cue the dog using voice/hand
signal simultaneously. Additional cue deductions as per chart. This
station will NOT result in a change of direction of travel for the
dog and handler.

V5

Cross in Front

V6

Turn Away

V7

While heeling forward, the handler cues the
dog to cross in front and resume heel position on the opposite side
of the handler. The handler may cue the dog using voice/hand
signal simultaneously. Additional cue deductions as per chart. This
station will NOT result in a change of direction of travel for the
dog and handler.

While heeling forward, the dog and handler
perform simultaneous turns in opposite directions and the dog
resumes heel position on the opposite side of the handler. The
handler may cue the dog using voice/hand signal simultaneously.
Additional cue deductions as per chart. This station will result in a
change of direction of travel.

Weave thru Legs While heeling forward, the handler cues
the dog to weave through his/her legs to change sides. The handler
may cue the dog using voice/hand signal simultaneously. Additional
cue deductions as per chart. This station will NOT result in a
change of direction of travel. Note: Handlers who are not
comfortable with performing this station due to the large size of
their dog, or handlers who are physically challenged, shall make
this known to the judge on the day of the trial and the judge shall
substitute this station with either V4 or V5.

V8

V9

Spiral Left

This sign is used when the dog is on the “right”
side of the handler. Dog and handler spiral left, dog on the
outside.

Spiral Right

This sign is used when the dog is on the “right”
side of the handler. Dog and handler spiral right, dog on the inside.

V10

Moving Side step LEFT This sign is used when the dog is
on the “right” side of the handler. While heeling, the handler
passes the station sign, then takes one step with either foot, to the
left. The handler then steps with the other foot, also to the left,
along the newly established line. (Alternatively, the station sign
may be placed directly in the team’s path, in which case the
station is performed 2 to 4 feet [0.61 to 1.22 meters] in front of the
sign). The dog must move one step to the left simultaneously with
the handler, into the heel position.
Deductions:

V11

See Appendix J

Call Front Finish Left While heeling, the handler stops
his/her forward motion and calls the dog to the front position
(Recall). The dog continues to move during this portion of the
station - the dog does not sit and then go to the front position. The
handler may take three to four steps backward as the dog turns and
moves in to sit in front of and facing the handler.

For the second part of the station, the handler cues the dog to move from the front position to the
handler’s left, around behind the handler and into right heel position and sit.
Deductions: Crooked fronts will have minor point deductions depending on the degree of "error”
(1 - 2 points) (more than 45 degrees to either side of the "Front" position). If the handler moves
either left or right to position him/herself in front of the dog in order to create a "straight front", a
substantial deduction of 5 points will be made, depending on the degree of adjustment by the
handler. Failure of the handler to Sit the dog in “Front” position or in the correct heel position, will
result in NQ-IP.
V12

Call Front Forward Left The Call Dog Front part of this
station is performed as in Station 11. Failure of the dog to Sit in
front will result in NQ-IP.
Deductions: as outlined in V11.
For the second part of the station, the handler moves forward
after cueing the dog to move from the front position to the
handler’s left, around behind the handler and into right heel
position as the handler continues forward. The dog must commit to
the cue before the handler moves forward. The dog catches up to
the heel position without sitting at heel.

V13

Call Front Forward Right The Call Dog Front part of this
station is performed as in Station 11.
For the second part of the station, the handler moves forward
while cueing the dog to move from the front position to the
handler’s right side into the “right heel” position as the handler
continues forward.
The dog must commit to the cue before the handler moves forward.
Walking into the dog to force the dog to move will be considered a
physical correction and result in an NQ Failure of the dog to Sit in
front will result in NQ.
The dog moves into the heel position without sitting at heel.

V14

Call Front Finish Right

The Call Dog Front part of this
station is performed as in Station 11.
For the second part, the handler cues the dog to move from the
front position to the handler’s right heel position, and into the
“right heel” position and sitting.
Failure of the dog to Sit in the “Front” or “Right Heel” position will
result in NQ-IP.

CARO Versatility Excellent-CRVX
The object of the test is to show that the dog can perform exercise stations on either side of the
handler. The team will be required to change sides three times.
Rally Versatility Excellent shall be for dogs that have won Versatility title (RV) but have not won the
Rally Versatility Excellent (RVX). A handler must own the dog entered or be a member of the owner's
household or immediate family. A person may enter more than one dog in this class. After a dog earns
the Rally Versatility (RVX) title, it may continue to compete in this class for exhibition only (FEO).
The team will be required to pass three (3) tests under at least two (2) different judges to be awarded
the Rally Versatility Excellent title. (RVX) Scoring will be done on out of 200. In order to qualify the
dog must earn a score of 180 or higher
All exercises are judged off leash.
Only verbal means of encouragement to the dog through the course are permitted (NO FOOD or TOYS).
Hand signals are permitted although handlers may not touch their dog or make any physical
corrections.
Rally Versatility Excellent must have between (15) and twenty (20) stations (Start and Finish included)
and 3 changes of sides, 1 obstacle & a maximum of 5 stationary exercises. At least 3 Exercises will be
chosen from the Advanced Level and 3 Exercises from the Excellent with a view to creating a course
designed to show that the team can work smoothly with the dog on either side.
A dog/handler team, as in the Excellent class, that misses or fails to correctly perform one (1) station
must receive a non-qualifying (NQ) score.
The judge will choose which side the dog will start on. The dog must continue to work on the indicated
"side" until reaching the station sign that indicates another change of sides.

Exercise Stations
Description
Total # Exercise Stations

Required
15-20

Specific instructions
Includes Start and Finish
3 Stations minimum selected from each of the
Advanced Level & Excellent levels,
keeping in mind the requirements outlined
below

# Changes of side
# Obstacles

# Stationary exercises

3
One of the
Following
#V22 Spread
Jump
# V23Tunnel
#V24 Weaves

maximum of 5

Each change of side to be followed by a
minimum of 2 stations
OBSTACLES MUST be performed with both the
dog and the obstacle on the RIGHT hand side of
the handler.
Two obstacles may be used if ring size is 50 x
50 or larger

This maximum must be kept in mind when
picking Versatility Excellent Exercises (above)
which include some stationary exercises

Stationary exercises are any stations beginning with a HALT. TIME ALLOTTED: three (3) minutes.
Because the object of this Level is to show that the dog can work on both sides and change sides
smoothly, deductions for the change of sides will be 3 – 5 points depending on how smoothly the
changes are made.
For example: If it is obvious that the team has worked out their changes, and both dog and handler do
their part of the change smoothly and without hesitation no deductions will be taken.

Versatility Excellent Stations
In addition to the V1 to V14 stations, Versatility Excellent shall include exercises V15 to V24. These
orange Versatility signs must be used when the dog is working on the right.
V15
Right About-Turn
V16

Finish Left

V17

Forward Left

V18

Finish Right

V19

Forward Right

V20

Offset Figure 8

V21

HALT Turn Left 1 Step HALT

V22

SPREAD Jump

V23

Tunnel

V24

Weaves

Detailed Descriptions
V15

V16

Right About Turn

(Turn used in schutzhund
training) While moving forward with the dog in heel
position, the handler does an about turn to his/her
right, while the dog turns to the left, moving around
behind the handler and back to “right” heel position to
continue moving with the handler in the new (opposite)
direction. That is, the dog and handler do "opposite"
about turns. This does not result in a change of side.

Finish Left

The handler cues the dog to move
from the front position to the handler’s left, around
behind the handler and into right heel position and
sitting.
Guidelines. The handler may cue the dog using
voice/hand signal simultaneously. Additional cue
deductions as per chart. This exercise will NOT result in
a change of direction of travel for the dog and handler.
Deductions:
Crooked sits will have minor point
deductions depending on the degree of "error” (1 - 2
points) (more than 45 degrees to either side of the
"Heel" position). Failure of the handler to Sit the dog in
the correct heel position, will result in NQ-IP

V17

Forward Left. The handler cues the dog to move
from the front position to the handler’s left, around
behind the handler and into right heel position as the
handler moves forward. The dog catches up to the
heel position without sitting at heel.
The dog must commit to the cue before the handler
moves forward. Walking into the dog to force the dog
to move will be considered a physical correction and
result in an NQ
Guidelines. See V16

V18

Finish Right

The handler cues the dog to move
from the front position to the handler’s right heel
position, by turning toward the handler and moving
into the “right heel” position and sitting.
Guidelines. See V16
Deductions: Crooked sits will have minor point
deductions depending on the degree of "error”
(1 - 2 points) (more than 45 degrees to either side of
the "Heel" position). Failure of the handler to Sit the
dog in the correct heel position, will result in NQ-IP

V19

Forward Right

V20

Offset Figure 8

.

The handler cues the dog to
move to the handler’s right heel position, by turning
toward the handler and moving into the “right heel”
position. The dog moves into the heel position without
sitting at heel.
The dog must commit to the cue before the handler
moves forward. Walking into the dog to force the dog
to move will be considered a physical correction and
result in an NQ
Guidelines. See V16
This exercise requires two bowls
with tempting dog treats and two cones (pylons). A
hail screen wire cover is placed over the food bowls to
prevent a dog that breaks heel position from being
rewarded by eating the treats. The four objects are
arranged in a diamond pattern - the two "end" cones
are 10 feet (3.05 m) apart; food bowls are 2.5 feet
(0.76 m) from the centre line. Allowances can be
made in the distance apart of the two food bowls for
large breeds The team enters the Figure 8 as indicated
by the placement of the exercise sign, turns either to
the left or the right following the path indicated on
the course map, proceeds toward the "end" pylon in
that direction, loops that pylon and completes the
Figure 8 around the other end pylon and exits the
Figure 8 as indicated by the placement of the next
exercise station. There are no halts in this exercise.

V21

HALT Turn Left 1 Step HALT

With the dog
sitting at heel, the handler cues the dog to heel as
she/he turns to the left (in place), while taking one
step in that direction with either the right or left foot,
“closing” with the other foot, then halts. OR HALT turn
left then take one step with the right or left foot and
closing with the other foot. The dog moves with the
handler while maintaining heel position. When the
handler halts after taking the one step, the dog must
sit.
Deductions:
Failure of the dog to sit at either halt
will result in NQ-IP.
Failure of the dog to move with the handler during the
turn will result in NQ-IP

V22

Spread Jump The obstacle must have a minimum
height of 2 inches (.05m) and a maximum height of 5
inches (.13m) Uprights are not permitted.

Dog Errors:
No deductions are given if
the dog returns directly to the heel
under 12
8 inches (.2m)
position regardless of where the handler is
along the line of travel when that occurs.
12 inches to under 16 inches
16 inches (.4m)
Once the dog is sent toward the jump, if
the dog passes the “zero line” of the jump
16 inches to under 20 inches
24 inches (.6m)
without going over, it will be considered a
refusal, and result in an NQ. Failure of the
20 inches and over
28 inches (.71m)
dog to take the jump shall be scored as
non-qualifying.
NQ: Dog does not jump entire spread but
walks on the boards
The obstacle may be composed of telescoping hurdles, such as those used in CKC obedience hurdles; it will
require as many hurdles as are necessary to provide the appropriate spread distance. It may also be of solid
construction, i.e. 4 solid spread jumps of 8, 16, 24 and 28 inches, (.2m, .4m., .6m, and .71 m) of specified
height. A 10 foot (3m) line) shall be placed, on the floor (surface) in front of the jump, to mark the distance
to the jump for scoring purposes. A six foot (1.8 m) line shall be placed on the floor (surface) at the left
side of the jump to mark the distance for scoring purposes . It is the judge's responsibility to see that the
distance jumped by each dog is in accordance with these Regulations. This station begins approximately 20
feet (6.10 m) in front of and 6 feet (1.83 m) to the left of the jump. The sign may placed 10 to 12 feet from
the obstacle and to the right (or left where appropriate in Versatility) so as not to interfere with the
handler‘s forward motion The send position is at least 10 feet in front of and 6 feet to the left of the
obstacle. When the dog has completed the jump, the handler calls the dog to heel position and the team
continues to the next exercise station. If the dog is much faster than the handler, the dog may be called
back to the handler. No deductions are to be made if the dog returns directly to the heel position regardless
of where the handler is along the line of travel when that occurs.
Deductions: Sending the dog from any other position will result in an NQ. See appendix G

Shoulder Height

Spread Distance

V23 TUNNEL The tunnel should be approximately six (6)
feet (1.8 m) in length and have a minimum diameter of 24
inches (0.6 m). A 10 foot (3m) line) shall be placed, on the
floor (surface) in front of the tunnel, to mark the distance to
the tunnel for scoring purposes. A six foot (1.8 m) line shall be
placed on the floor (surface) at the side of the tunnel to mark
the distance for scoring purposes. The sign may placed 10 to
12 feet from the obstacle and to the right (or left where
appropriate in Versatility) so as not to interfere with the
handler‘s forward motion. This station begins approximately
20 feet (6.10 m) in front of and 6 feet (1.83 metres) to the
left of the tunnel. The send position is at least 10 feet in front
of and 6 feet to the left of the obstacle. When the dog has
completed the tunnel, the handler calls the dog to heel
position and the team continues to the next exercise station.
If the dog is much faster than the handler, the dog may be
called back to the handler. No deductions are to be made if
the dog returns directly to the heel position regardless of
where the handler is along the line of travel when that occurs
Deductions: Sending the dog from any other position will
result in an NQ. See appendix G
Dog Errors: No deductions are given if the dog returns directly
to the heel position regardless of where the handler is
along the line of travel when that occurs. In Excellent
class only: (Same comment as above.) Once the dog is
sent toward the tunnel, if the dog passes the “zero
line” of the tunnel without going through, it will be
considered a refusal, and result in an NQ.
V24
Weave Poles This exercise uses agility weave
poles or a similar system. The weave poles should be set
twenty four (24) inches (0.61 m) apart and should consist of a
minimum of 6 poles. Poles should be between three (3) feet
(0.9m) and four (4) feet (1.2 m) in length (height). The
exercise begins with the handler heeling towards the weave
poles. The handler cues the dog to enter the weave poles.
Entry into the weaving pattern is between the first and second
poles with the first pole on the dog’s left. The handler
continues moving forward keeping the weave poles on his/her
right. Handler may cue the dog throughout the weave pattern
using voice or hand signals without incurring deductions. For
this station to be considered complete, the dog must weave
through all the poles.
Deductions:
No deductions for voice or hand cues when the
dog is in the poles. If the dog pops out of the poles before
completion, it may be cued to continue at the point with
additional cue deductions. If the dog does not enter the poles
correctly it is an NQ.
Handler Errors: See Appendix G

